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ReDiscover Summation
ReDiscover Summation and take control of your case today. 

What’s Included?
Summation offers both comprehensive early case assessment capa-
bilities (data ingestion, processing, culling, export with load file cre-
ation and first pass review) and final review features (search, annota-
tion, redaction, production tools and transcript support). 
Moreover it offers these as reasonably priced subscription models with no throughput charges 
for processing, hosting or data export. But price is not the only advantage of accommodating 
these two pieces of the e-discovery process in one product. The integration also means that 
users can move data from the ECA stage directly to final review without creating a load file, 
exporting or re-processing. In fact, all stakeholders from IT to in-house teams to outside counsel 
can efficiently and securely collaborate in a single platform. Also, since Summation is purpose-
built as a web based platform teams from around the globe can contribute.

Near Native Redaction
Summation allows users to redact on near 
native files, which facilitates a workflow of 
redacting first and then imaging only the 
redacted set.  This means teams  image a 
smaller subset of documents, which saves 
time and money.

Word Boundary Redaction
Summation offers ‘word-boundary redaction’ 
- meaning that instead of the user creating 
multiple boxes to lay over different pieces of 
text to redact a whole sentence, the redaction 
tool can be dragged over the sentence as if 

Near Native Redaction
highlighting a section of text in MS Word. This 
allows the user to create a single redaction 
that covers a whole line and stops midway 
through a second line. When reviewing and 
redacting thousands of documents, this 
feature can be a real time-saver and help 
mitigate the potential for user error.

Transcript Support 
Summation also offers industry-leading 
transcript support that historical users have 
come to depend on – including reports, 
annotations and real time integration. 

• Simple and Powerful
• Web Based with Offline Mobile Capability
• Highly Scalable – From Small Matters to the Largest Cases
• Flexible and Customizable



Now Simpler and More Powerful, 
Rediscover the New Summation…
Redesigned to run on the powerful and proven AccessData technology 
core, Summation is a web-based document, electronic data and 
transcript review platform that accommodates the workflows of 
contemporary legal teams.
Simple to use and highly secure, Summation is also the first product to combine comprehensive 
data processing, early case assessment and final review features into a single platform– eliminating 
the need for iterative processing, data loading and review cycles.  

Your Challenges, Your Solution 
Modern litigation involves the review of all types of data during the 
discovery phase. The volume of this data, particularly electronic 
records, is growing at a rapid pace, and it is getting more and more 
difficult for legal teams to stay on top of their discovery obligations.  
Couple data growth challenges with the lack of collaborative support 
current software options offer IT departments, in-house legal teams 
and law firms and you have a perfect storm of cost and risk.

ReDiscover Summation and take control of your case today

Enter Summation. 
Summation lets legal teams use one prod-
uct to strategically reduce the amount of 
data they analyze in final review via a 
repeatable process that eliminates fees 
generated by moving data between tools 
and providers. Summation also provides an 
intuitive and secure platform in which to 
analyze and produce all discovery data 
types - thereby saving users time and 
money while effectively reducing risk and 
promoting true collaboration.

Summation comes in multiple versions 
which range from supporting small teams and 
matters to the largest of organizations and 
cases. 

Summation Express supports small 
collaborative teams and small to medium 
sized cases. 

Summation Pro is built for unlimited team 
and case sizes and comes in two options 
depending on the amount of processing 
power an organization needs. 

Next Generation Features 
and Classic Summation 
Functionality
• Web-based with support for alternative 

browsers such as Safari and Firefox

• Built on AccessData core technology

• Data processing, ECA, and final review 
all-in-one

• Uncomplicated and intuitive workflows

• Offline mobile case review

• Granular security

• Classic Summation transcript support

• Ingest native, PSTs/NSFs and DII files

• Near native redaction

• Word boundary redaction 

• Email threading

• Concept search

• Near duplicate analysis

• Advanced case data filtering with 100s of 
unique facets

• Audit & activity reports

• Exports: 
 - Load files for multiple review platforms – 
    including competitors’ and EDRM XML
 - Reduced PSTs, TIFFs and PDFs
 - Native Files
 - Forensic Archives
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